Learning Collaborative Meeting  -- September 4, 2008

Members present: Candido, Daniels, Lennertz Jetton, Salisbury

Minutes for 7/24, 7/31, and 8/7 were reviewed and approved.

As a quorum of members was not achieved for the meeting of August 17th, individual members were polled separately regarding the student response system. A draft request was forwarded to members and was sent to members of the library administration.

Lora reported that the committee has been requested to resurrect the Distance Education class materials on the Continuing Education Blackboard site. She has requested password access and has been in contact with Continuing Ed about future possibilities.

Discussion moved to the Author searching video. Two concerns were mentioned: 1) that suggesting keyword for corporate authors was too broad and may be inappropriate, and 2) that we might refer people to the call number guide found by clicking on the location code. Members discussed that maps continue to be handed out over the desks and that the call number guide is addressed in other videos. We agreed that we would reconsider these points in a future review.

The committee reviewed that Find It! video and determined that the narrator had drunk too much Red Bull. She agreed to redo the video.

The committee began a review of the Research Wizard ad. That review would continue the next week.

Web Services has now provided the committee with a way to organize videos on the video page in a method other than alphabetically. Lora made a stab at a new order. It was requested that the Call Number video be moved above Scholarly Journals and that the Find it! webpage named be adjusted to include the full title.